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there! Check out
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the photos.

Fama sings at UC Circle
for diez y seis today
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( News ShortsJ

Managing Editor

A decision this month may soon clear
the way for dorm residents to have phones
in their suites this spring
. Two bids have been submitted for phone
service, so eventually a phone will be
placed in each suite (four people to a
phone). Circle Industries has submitted a
bid for $20,000; AT&T has bid $44,000.
In addition, minor repairs on the men's
residence hall, Troxell Hall, plagued by
deteriorating interior and exterior, began

Today
•Alpha Kappa Psi will have a
Rush Presentation at noon in the
Business Administration Building,, Room 110.
• The Philosophy Club will
meet at noon in LA 111.
•The International Students
Association will meet at 4:30
p.m . on the 3rd Floor of the
Women's Residence Hall.
• Arnoldo De Leon, author of
They Called Them Greasers will
present a lecture entitled "Studying and Writing History of Mexican Americans in Texas" at 7
p.m. at the Edinburg Public Library, 40 I East Cano.

Kathy Clemente
Staff Reporter

President_Miguel Nevarez appointed
members to the Enrollment Management Task Force on March 1994. In tum,
the task force evolved into a council that
will be chaired by Judy Vinson, vice
president of student affairs.
The council will plan and enforce
strategies and activities that will invite
the students to the university and to provide a support y tern that will in ure
educational goals are being met. The
council will also deal with both recruitment and retention.
Committees will be established to develop marketing and recruitment plans,
academic retention plans and student life
retention strategies which the council
will direct and be responsible for.
The recruitment budget has increased,
allowing the university to fulfill a number of recruitment strategies. Some of
the strategies areas follows:
• to determine how many Valley undergraduates, other undergraduates, foreign students, graduate students and
non-traditional students are qualified to
attend Pan-Am.
• to effectively plan and forecast en-

•Alpha Kappa Psi will host a
"Smoker" BBQ at 7 p.m. at
Ramiro Guerra Park.

Sept. 19
•The Anthropology Club will
meet at noon in LA 119.

State
At least 26 people are being
tested for dengue, a mosquitotransmitted virus, in the Rio
Grande Valley. In Reynosa, 104
cases of dengue have been confirmed, and another 454 cases are
suspected. Symptoms of degue inc lude: High fever, joint pain, a
bright red rash, and severe flu-like
symptoms.

Nation
Flights across the nation were
temporarily delayed after the main
computer at the Federal Aviation
Administation's Midwest air traffic control center failed Tuesday.
This failure marked the sixth major computer breakdown in the past
year to disrupt air traffic in the sixstate region. The air traffic control
center in located in Aurora, IL.

World

A rocket propelled granade
hit a sixth floor comuunication
room in the old U.S. Embassy
in Moscow. The attack took
place Wednesday at 4:35 p.m.
(Moscow time). There were no
injuries and the assailant has yet
to be named.

during the summer break and will continue
throughout the fall semester.
Although the women's dormitory is also
being repaired, Troxell Hall currently
needs more attention, Henry Oh, director
of auxilliary services, said. Once most of
the work is done at Troxell Hall, work will
begin at the Women's Hall.
"Painting and general maintenance took
place in Troxell Hall during the break,"
Oh said. Also, the handicapped exit railways have been repainted, and the lift has
been removed.

Working on the interior of both dormitories will be stressed, Albert Ochoa,
deputy director operations, said.
"Emphasis has been placed on the interior of both dorms-with that emphasis
being placed on the lobby," Ochoa said,
where most students study and watch telev1s1on.
Improvements that are nearly completed
in both dorms are the renovation of the
downstairs bathroom located on the first
floor of both halls.
This fall the holding tanks in both halls

rollment by conducting enrollment demand studies and also conducting a college choice and individual student studies.
• to establish early intervention methods to encourage kids in school to aspire
to go to college and provide information
about attending college, such as recruitment activities and coun elor training.
• to provide a freshman orientation that
will be fun.
"Fewer students will drop out and there
will b a larger number of graduates,"
Vinson aid.
The retention activities were to provide
funding and institutional commitment for
a continued analysis that will improve
retention and implement the task force
recommendations.
In addition, they will:
• start a freshman orientation course
and an internal information campaign to
promote the recognition of retention as
a problem at UTPA.
• establish a council of academic advisors for effective advisement.
• develop a new student orientation
that will provide fun, food and friendship. It should provide the message that
the university is pleased with and proud
of its new students.

Dorms, p. 3
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The Delta Zeta'• Mnd In their representative for the llmbo contest
for Saturday's Reggae Fest.

Lonard wins outstanding
teacher award

Diez y seis de septiembre's
history lost on new generation
Ray Quiroga
Staff Reporter

Over the weekend, a friend had asked me a question that many people seem to a k during this time
of year. He asked me ifwe as "Americans" hould
celebrate diez y seis de septiembre, a Mexican
holiday. Before I could answer the question, my
other companion, a proud Chicano, answered, "Of
course."
My standpoint on the subject is a little more
complex than that. The question reminded me of
a time when I was once asked why I hung the
Mexican flag in my apartment. My reason for the
hanging of the flag was not in support of the Mexican government per say, but in respect for the symbol within the flag itself.
Throughout history, the Mexican government
has warped so much of what was proud and pure
to the Mexican masses. For example, the symbol

within the flag stood for the founding of Mexico
itself. It was the symbol that represented the
Aztecs and their prophesy. To summarize the
story, it is said that the Aztecs were to travel till
they found an eagle perched on a cactus tree,
eating a snake. Here they were to build their great
civilization which was to be called Mexico
(Nahutl for within the rabbit's naval). Unfortunately, this symbol is now synonymous with a
government that refuses to acknowledge the indigenous people in Chiapas and suppresses the
poor throughout Mexico.
That leads me to the history behind diez y seis.
The real issue for me is not the idea of the celebration of a holiday such as diez y seis or cinco
de mayo,.but the reason for the celebration. Many
do not know the history behind these holidays
at all. The Mexican government claims this is

"About 10 positions are now
available for qualified students
who would be able to live free in
furnished dorms near the university in exchange for serving with
the largest volunteer fire department in Texas,"Rodriguez said.
The program, which has been in
existence since the mid 1960s, requires student volunteers to help

maintain the three Edinburg fire
stations and assist in the operation and up-keep of multi-million
dollar fire fighting equipme nt,
according to Mayor Pro Tern Fred
Longoria.
Student volunteers will also
participate in weekly fire drills,
interact with the public, and help
perform fire inspections, he said.

Jessica Coder
Staff Reporter

Dr. Robert Lonard, a UTPA biology professor, was recently the
the
1994-95 recipient of
Chancellor's Council Outstanding
Teaching_Award.

I

Diez y seis, p. 5

Students being recruited by fire department
The largest volunteer fire department in Texas is offering free lodging, life-savi ng skills and key training to UTPA students, according to
the chairman for Edinburg 2020
Public Safety Committee.
Pete Rodriguez Jr. said students
may participate in the volunteer fire
fighting program being sponsored
by the Edinburg Fire Department.

will be replaced. The tanks currently ifl
place are rusting and the system also needs
to be upgraded.
Another problem in both halls is the
dirty air ducts. UTPA estimates the cost
of cleaning the ducts at about $25,000.
Rather than cleaning the ducts, a proposal to build a campus apartment complex is being considered, university officials said.
"A proposal is still in the work ," Judy
Vinson, vice president of student affairs,

Enrollment task force
evolves into council

Tomorrow

GD

Dorm suites may get phones this spring
Regan Block

For Your
Information

September 14, 1995

The dorm facilities, located at
the three fire stations, include
lockers, a living room, kitchen,
and provide separate bathroom/
showers for men and women who
qualify for the fire fighting program.
"The free lodging is a big advantage for a college student on

See Fire dept. p. 3

Dr. Robert Lonard
Faculty me mbers recently honored at the 1995 Outstanding Faculty Awards were given a plaque
and a $500 honorarium.
Lonard's several other awards of
achievement include the 1990 Outstanding Facu lty Award and the
1984 Distinguished Faculty
Achievement Award. Lonard was

UTPA's nominee for the 1995
Minnie Stevens Piper Award, and
was also chosen as a 1993 Fellow
of the Texas Academy of Science.
In addition to publishing several
scholarly papers, Lonard has written three books and has two more
are in press.
Lonard attends many service
presentations for schools and
civic groups. His presentations
target plant life in South Texas
and Northern Mexico.
After receiving this special
award, Lonard said he felt very
honored.
"(This is) probably the highest
honor and award I've ever received since I've been here," he
said.
Lonard has been a professor at
UTPA for 25 years.
Other Recipients of Outstanding Faculty Awards are:
For teaching - Dr. Vivian
Munn, assistant professor, music.
For Achievement - Dr. Doug
Cummins, professor, communication; Dr. Carl Seale, professor,
music; Frank° Manuella, professor, art; Dr. Edwin Maberly, chair
and associate professor, market-

See Lonard, p. 3
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New debit card expected to save taxpayers money
stamps, but aid meant to feed the hungry should not be used frauduouth Texans who receive food stamps will see a change this
lently.
use of State
month in the di stribution of aid when
egardless of how the "Lone Star Card" came about, it is hoped
Comptroller Jim Sharp's credit card brainchild, "The Lone
the card is successful in curbing fraudulent use of federal
Star Card,"expands to 19 South Texas counties and 61 West
•
~(/An
money.
Texas counties.
Why should some people talce aid for granted and abuse it?
_.•
Use of the debit-type credit card is expected to save the taxpayers
was adopted by the Texas legislature earlier this year, was later signed Why do some people have to be dishonest and spend FOOD stamps on
millions of dollars by cutting fraud .
drugs. FOOD stamps were meant to be spent on food, weren't they?
by Gov. George Bush.
The new cards will be mailed this month to people who qualify for into law
It is infuriating when some people use food stamps to buy gum for a
How does the card work?
aid . The earliest predicted use is Sept. 22, according to Michael
nstead of using paper coupons, recipients will now use "credit penny then proceed to spend the change on lottery tickets. <:>ne doe~n 't
Uhrbrock, public information director of the Texas Department of
cards" with an allotted amount. Unlike with the paper currency, mind paying taxes to help feed hungry people, but no one enJoys paymg
Human Services at Edinburg.
Recipients taxes for people to gamble.
This expansion marks the fourth stage of the program in which 202 / users cannot receive change back from purchases made.
The "Lone Star Card," introduced in Houston, has been successful in
so that others will not be able to use their
counties use the card. Three-fourths of the state now uses the system _.• will be issued a pin number
its preliminary use. Reportedly, six weeks after the system began in
card.
which is projected to be installed throughout Texas by early next year.
The main purpose of the card is to eliminate fraud, save taxes and Houston, law officers busted a fraud ring responsible for $1 million in
Some 2.7 million people will be able to use the card at 16,000 stores
fraudulent business.
boost food sales.
in Texas. Texas receives 10 percent of the nationwide food aid.
It is hoped the new program proves efficient. It is a great idea, but
fraud
aid
II
wi
this
transactions,
of
record
electronic
a
is
there
Because
While the existing paper food stamps can still be used, the paper
acreditcard,itcanno longerbeused undoubtedly some people are bound to find their way around the
coupons are expected become extinct in South and West Texas in about investigators. Also,becausethisis
system, and the tax-paying public may face the same dilemma again.
as underground currency.
four weeks.
One important point, there is nothing wrong with people using food
Sharp first proposed "The Lone Star Card" in 1991 . His idea, which
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Getting older, wiser,
deeper in debt
Another year older and another year wiser? Or is it another year
'older and deeper in debt?
Probably debt, at least with the rising expense of college
textbooks. Most textbooks cost at least $25 and some are even
in the $60 range. These prices are ridiculous. And the professors don't help any when they tell you that you need two or
three textbooks for the same class.
Overall, I spent $140 on textbooks. Now, I know some of
you are thinking I got off cheap, but that $140 only bought
used textbooks for three of my classes. Luckily, since I
am taking classes with some of my friends, I was able to
share books with them.
Just to make matters worse, I took my first semester
of Spanish last year and kept my book for the second
semester. Of course, they changed the Spanish textbook, the semester before I talce it. Now I'm stuck
with a worthless "Dos Mundos " and a lighter wallet.
And at the end of the semester, what will I receive
for these great tomes of knowledge? Oh, about 5
percent of their true value, or $5. No thanks, I'd
rather keep mine and use it to make my bookshelves more impressive-looking.
So, with my birthday just around the corner, I
have come to the conclusion that I am becoming wiser and deeper in debt. Wiser for
keeping my books for later reference material, and deeper in debt for buying them.
By the way, I still don't have a copy of
my $60 science book, only the lab manual.

[

(

Professor disagrees
with column

tended).
Keep up the good work. People
are watching you.
By the way, I don't know if you
can still get this book, but you
might fmd Mario Garcia's ConI have been most impressed temporary Newspaper Design," an
with the design improvements that interesting book. It emphasizes
you have implemented over the "packaging" stories, and packagpast couple of issues. Your pages ing seems to me to be pretty imare appealing and the stories are portant to a weekly, more so than
attractively packaged. Clearly a daily. Garcia is, or was, anyway,
there is a new appreciation for the a newspaper consultant whose
need to attract readers with an book encouraged redesigning of
appeal to the eye as well as to the newspapers such as the inside secmind. You ought to know that I am tions of the "New York Times,"
not the only one to comment on the "Orange County Register," the
the "new" Pan American. I have "Las Vegas Review Journal," even
heard several individuals com- the inside sections of the "Los
ment, all positively, on the change Angeles Times." The "modular"
design is his. The book came out
in appearance.
I might also add that I thought in the mid-seventies, early eightyou did a better job on the back- ies. I have a copy if someone over
ground of the Shaw story than the there would like to look at it; but
Monitor did, and you are to be because it is hard to get, I can't let
congratulated for being up front my copy go.
with the cafeteria license story. Dr. Donald J. Newman
Can we expect more stories like Asst. Professor of English
these? When it comes to covering *Editor's Note:
U.TPA, The Monitor ought to be We have Garcia's book. That's where
following your lead (pun in- we got some of our current ideas.

Professor pleased
with new Pan
r
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Unless Mark Milam served in
and "spilt blood or left ... life and
soul in Viet Nam," he should not
presume to spealc for those of us
who did. I know many Viet vets,
very few of whom share his views.
Unfortunately, Mr. Milam' s column demonstrates general lack of
knowledge and can be seen as a
fair example of the type of yellow
journalism in which Viet Nam
bashers generally engage.
It is doubtful that many people
see the irony seen by Mr. Milam in
President Clinton' s nonnalizing
relations with Viet Nam. For quite
some time, most Americans have
thought we should nonnalize relations and heal the wounds of both
nations. That would have happened long ago were it not for the
mendacious and malevolent Viet

PRoPoSE.D
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The Pan American encourages and welcomes letters to the editor and guest
columns. They must be signed and include the writer's major, classification at
UTPA and be typed. An address and phone number should be included for
verification. Letters should be no more than 1 1/2 pages, double spaced and typed.
Those that are too long will not run . Letters and guest columns can be edited for
style. length. libel. grammar and punctuation, but writer's meaning or opinion will
not be changed. Deadline for letters and guest columns is 4 p.m. Monday for
publ1 cat1on on Thursday. Letters can be brought to University Center Room 322 or
mailed to The Pan American.

See Vietnam pg. 3
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Nam baiting which frequently appears in the press and reverberates
through both houses of Congress.
I disapprove of the way Clinton
avoided military service during
the Viet Nam War. He should
havedoneasMoham medAli But
it is ironic that those who kvetch
the most about Clinton being a
"draft dodger" seem to have no
problem with Dan Quayle's rich
daddy buying his way out of active duty. At least Billy got himself out by his own devices.
I question the relevance of
Clinton having smoked pot to his
decision to normalize relations
with Viet Nam. Most people of
both his and Mr. Milam's generation have smoked pot. That hardly
malces anyone a demented being,
nor serves as grounds for castigation.
Relatedly, I do not see anything
negative in the fact that it was a
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Vietnam, from pg. 2________
Democratic president who normalized relations with Viet Nam;
just as I do not see anything negative in it having been a Republican president who normalized relations with China. At best Mr.
Milam's comments come across
as an effort to sneer and smear. At
worst
they
smack
of
McCarthyistic red baiting.
There simply is no reason to
have continued hostilities toward
Viet Nam as we have and as Mr.
Milam wants, except to continue
to punish a small, poor nation for
having the audacity to fight the
mighty United States to a standstill on the battlefield and ultimately win a war.
Like others, Milam uses the
MIA/POW issue to justify the
vendetta we have pursued against
Viet Nam. If he were more informed about the war, and U.S.
history, he probably would realize that the MIA/POW issue is
basically a ruse used to manipulate the American people into supporting this vendetta. It is unfor-

tunate he fell for the ruse.

All of those men are dead.
They died a long time ago. If we
had any decency, we would allow
them to lie in peace. It is cruel to
the families who have lost loved
ones to keep alive this lie about
Americans still being held in Viet
Nam, because it keeps their hopes
alive that their loved one may be
one of the few still among the living. Sadly, their loved one is dead
and they should accept that fact so
that, while their sense of loss always will be there, it does not have
to remain an open wound.
Mr. Milam probably would say
the Vietnamese are responsible for
this, but that only shows a lack of
knowledge and understanding.
All of the dead and missing are
never accounted for in war. More
than 5,000 Americans are still
missing from th~ Korean Warmore than twice the number still
missing in Viet Nam; and tens of
thousands are still missing from
WWII.
In general, the Vietnamese have

been about as cooperative on the
MIA issue as the North Koreans,
so why do we single out Viet Nam.
Having spent several months with
the Vietnamese, and years studying them, I would suggest that, had
we been more honest and up front
with them, they would have been
more cooperative on the MIA issue. But as long as we were determined to punish them in every
way possible short of invading
them again, they had no incentive
to accommodate us in any respect.
We lost, at my last count, 58,183
Americans in the Viet Nam War.
Six million people died in the
Southeast Asian Wars. About
three million were Vietnamese.
There literally are hundreds of
thousands of Vietnamese MIA'S.
Do Mr. Milam and others who are
so concerned about American
MIA's have any regard or concern
for them? For their grieving families?
Mr. Milam wants the Vietnamese to quit playing games, but I
suggest that it is those who promulgate the views echoed by Mr.
Milam who should quit playing

Dorfl'.ls, from pg. 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - i
said. "The university will request said.
bids in the upcoming year."
Vinson said she thinks the idea
Vinson said the idea for the for the new complex is wonderful
apartment complex is not a new and will "add to the quality of
one. It has been discussed off and campus life."
on for the past two years, she
Santiago Vtllanueva, director of
said. The idea gets tossed around student services, said be bas
because not much more can be "mixed emotions" about the builddone to improve the residence ing of a new complex.
halls, she said.
•·it is important for students to
A problem for the apanment get what they want, but students
complex proposal is land short- need to Ii ve together so that they
age, Vinson said. The university can get along better with people,"
has no more land to build on, and he said. "'The residence halls w~re
if the proposal passes, UTPA will built in 1968; people liked living
have to buy more land to build with each other. The 90s trend is
the complex, she said. One sug- that people want more privacy."
gested site for the complex is
In addition to the minor hall
north of Sugar Road, Vinson improvements, residents should

soon see new furniture in the lobbies. In addition to a new entertainment center, funds have been
allotted for new couches, chairs
and tables for the lobbies and
common areas in both halls.
Money has also been set aside

for new mattresses and for new
stoves and exhaust vents for both
halls. The new furniture should
arrive this month.
Video recorders may also be
ordered for the first floor lobbies
in the near future, Oh said. Also,
SGA suggestion boxes will be
replaced in each residence to allow smdents to vai,ce their opinion in dorm happenings and af-

fairs.

games about Viet Nam. They can
begin by stopping their practice of
projecting onto the Vietnamese
whatever negative characteristics
they feel like inventing. The
economist Herman Brodhead has
developed a term for such presentations-"serial lying."
I find Mr. Milam's comments
about "brave Americans" to be
insulting and degrading of those
ofus who served and sacrificed in
Viet Nam. It smacks of phony
patriotism-that chestthumping,
arrogant, belligerent, holier than
thou, pretense of patriotism
which speaks so poorly of us as a
nation and damages us in a multiplicity of ways at home and
abroad.
Given the naivete of youth and
inexperience, coupled with the
intensive indoctrination our
nation's youth receive in this pretentious patriotism, it is understandable that Mr. Milam, or anyone else, would fall prey to it.
However, it is disheartening to see
such attitudes expressed by anyone, but especially by university
students who, hopefully, would be
more learned.
I understand that Mark's father
served in Viet Nam. That certainly
is reason for both his interest in
the war and his strong feelings.
There is no excuse, however, for
a basic lack of knowledge. I
would hope that Mark, and other
students who have both an interest and strong feelings about Viet
Nam, also would have a genuine
interest in learning about the war,
as opposed to simply spouting off
about it.
If Mark falls into the genuineinterest-in-learning group, as I
suspect he does, I heartily invite
him to take my Viet Nam War
course next semester. He should
find it very enlightening.
Samuel Freeman, Ph.D .
Associate Professor
Political Science

.EVE EXAM
GLASSES ONLY

s21

Hast present coopon before receiving services. Some
restrictions apply. Exam for contacts $55.

Dr. Beardsley's
~ Super Clinic

Fire dept. from pg. 1
a tight budget, but our recruits will
also develop many personal qualities and professional qualities and
professional skills that will serve
them for years to come," Edinburg
City Commissioner Roy Pena
said.
"There is no price tag on the
value of community service, duty,
and helping to save lives and property," Pena said.
Prospective candidates must be
in good physical condition, be
available every weekend for general duty, be available every Monday evening to participate in fire
drills, and be available to help
when fire calls come late at night
or early in the morning.
For more information, prospective candidates can call the
Edinburg Fire Department at 3837691 and ask for Fire Chief Johnny
Economedes.
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STUDENTS NEEDED! National
Parks are now hiring seasonal & fulltime. Forestry workers, parkrangers,
firefighters, lifeguards, + more. Excellent benefits + bonuses! Call: 1206-545-4804 ext. N58631.

TRAVELABROAD AND WORK.

Lonard, from pg. 1
ing, finance and general business;
Dr. Thomas Pozorski, professor,
psychology and anthropology.
For Service - Dr. Michael
Crews, chair and associate professor, management and computer
information systems; Dr. Christopher Munn, associate professor,
music; Dr. J.C. Nichols, professor,
school administration and supervision; Dr. Ricardo Perez, associate professor, curriculum and instruction; and Dr. Bruce Wilson,
associate professor, nursing.

Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching basic
conversational English in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No teaching background or Asian languages required.
Forinfonnationcall: (206) 632-1146
ext. J.58631.

NEW APARTMENT FOR RENT.
Two bedroom, one bath, CA/H, $400.
monthly, $100 deposit. Call Dora at
380-0707 after .5 p.m.

PERSONALIZED
CHILD
BOOKS. Make your child a star.
Each story book is personalized
throughout with your childs mme and
other important information. Many
titles to choose from. 787-6037

TYPING SERVICE: Research papers, essays, etc. Call 972-1777.

BEFORE TRUSTING YOUR FUTURE
TOANYCOMPANY,ASKFOR
SOME LETTERS OF REFERENCE.

USE IT FOR YOURSELF OR
SHARE IT WITH A FRIEND!
Choose from our value collection frames up
to $59.50 and plastic single vision lenses.
Bifocals and other lens coating extra, does
not include eye exam. Drs. prescription required. Some restrictions apply. Contact
Lens includes Ciba soft. Clear Daily Wear, or
B&L Optima 38 Clear Daily Wear.

P.S. Mr. Milam made a common
and generally accepted mistake in
spelling Viet Nam as one word
("Vietnam"). The correct spelling
is as two words.
The Vietnamese language is a
monosyllabic language. There are
very, very few two syllable words
in the language. The "Vietnam"
convention was developed in the
Unitedstates (sic). for two reasons.
First, newspapers try to present
articles in the least possib le
amount of space. It takes tnore
space to write "Viet Nam" than to
write " Vietnam". But that does
not completely explain it since
newspapers do not write
"Greatbritain , "or" Newzealand,
" or "Southafrica. "
The second reason is our lack
of respect for Viet Nam and the
Vietnamese people. This is bred
of our cultural arrogance and frequent r.ontempt for the peoples of
other nations, especially peoples
of other races.
If the press of some other nation were consistently to print
"Unitedstates," many of us would
be offended . Some probably
would demand that we bomb the
slimebags into oblivion.
Newspaper space is not that precious. We should show more respect.

ou put more than just your sa~gs into
a retirement company. You put m
your trust and hopes for the future, too. So
before you choose one, ask some questions.
How stable is the company? How solid are
its investments? How sound is its overall
financial health ?
A good place to start looking for answers
is in the ratings of independent analysts.
Four companies, all widely recognized
resources for finding out how strong a
financial services company really is, gave
T IAA their top grade.

Y

IN THE FINAL ANALYSIS, TIAA
IS LETIER PERFECT.
TIAA received A++ (Superior) from A.M.
Best Co., AAA from Duff & Phelps Credit
Rating Co., Aaa from Moody's Investors
Service and AAA from Standard & Poor's.
T hese ratings reflect TIAA's stability, sound
investments, claims-paying ability and overall financial strength. (These are ratings of

insurance companies only, so they do not
apply to CREF.)
And TIAA-which, backed by the company's
claims-paying ability, offers a guaranteed rate
of return and the opportunity for dividends-is
one of a handful of insurance companies nationwide that currently hold these highest marks.

CREF. FOUR MORE LETTERS
EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW.
For further growth potential and diversification, there's the CREF variable annuity,
with seven different investment accounts to
give you the flexibility you want as you save
for the future:"
Together, TIAA and CREF form the world's
largest private retirement system based
on assets under management, with over
$145 billion in assets and more than 75
years of experience serving the education
community. For over a million and a half
people nationwide, the only letters to
remember are TIAA-CREF.

s,nce 1947

"Where Our Patients' Eve Health Comes First"

Ensuring the future
for those whQ shape it.SM

Offer Expires 9/30/95

700 S. 10th St.
McAllen
682-3126

.317 S. Broadway
McAllen
686-7435

107 E. Main
Rio Grande City
487-5052

~ Not all accounts att .available under 1he buic retirement plans a t &JI institutions.

They a.re, howev~,.•JI availa.bl~ fo~ T~~C~EF' Supple mental
Retirement Annuities (SR.Aa). CREF certificate. a.re diatributcd by TIM-CREP IndiY1dual & ln1t1tullon
rv1ccs.
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Fama set to perform today during the Deiz y Seis celebration
Jason Gutierrez
Reporter

1

Galvan, sax; Eddie Gonzalez, trumpet;
Israel Dominguez, keyboards and accordion; John Barraza, guitar; and Ruben
Fama has become one of the most popu- Enriquez, percussion.
Jar Tejano groups in the nation and since
"In those early days we would practice
Tejano music has broken international in our garage, and soon after that, we
barriers, the group has gained international started playing for parties and other
recognition.
smaller gigs," Oscar Galvan said.
Fama will be the featured performer on
Galvan said once they started performcampus today for the Diez y Seis celebra- ing in the Houston area, word got out
tion. Their opening act will be mariachi about the band and they started playing
singer Joe Cerda. The concert will begin on stages all over town.
at 10:45 a.m. in the UC Circle. In case of
Fama received their first break in 1989
rain, the concert
when two singles were
will be moved to the ''The re are SO many released, "Guardado
Ballroom.
stories that we hear En Mi Corazon," and
"We love the Valfrom our fans that "Por Favor," written
ley and that is why
•
by Javier Galvan.
we are looking fortouch us and hit so These caught the atward to performing
close to home"
tention of a major reon campus," Fama
Oscar Galvan cording label CBS
bassist,
Oscar
Bassist, Fama Discos. Soon after
Galvan, said.
those two popular
Fama was formed in 1989 in Houston singles the group recorded their first alwith the Galvan brothers, Javier, Edgar, bum for CBS titled "Amor,Amor,Amor."
and Oscar and they were mostly inspired
With the release of their second album
by their uncle Miguel Trevino.
"Heart and Soul," four hits were produced
However, Galvan said the brothers have which put them in the national spotlight.
personal ties to the Valley.
While the group obtained national sta"My brothers and I went to school in tus, they signed with Voltage EntertainMission when we were in the first grade ment in 1992 with Henry Gonzales.
and we lived in Pharr for a year, so we Gonzales had gained a keen reputation by
know the Valley pretty well," Galvan said. managing La Mafia.
The group includes: Javier Galvan, vo"It's amazing what has happened over
calist; Oscar Galvan, bassist; Edgar these past years but we have to humble

ourselves and never forget where we came
from," Javier Galvan said.
In September of 1992, Fama released
their third album titled, "Como Nunca,"
backed by Sony Discos, reached Platinum
status. In 1993, their fourth album, "En
Grande," attained Gold status after nine
weeks and now has climbed to Double
Platinum status.
"We love music and we love performing and that is what has made us so happy,"
Oscar Galvan said.
According to Galvan, the group will
have a new album corning out at the end
of October and there will be a Christmas
song on the release.
"There are so many stories that we hear
from our fans that touch us and hit so close
to home," he said.
Galvan speaks of a fan who wrote to the
group concerned about her little boy who
was in a coma.
"The mother told us that her little boy
was in a coma but when she started playing our music he started to respond," he
said.
Galvan said they were all touched by
this story because it really brought it all
home for the group.
"We get fan mail all the time but for
someone to tell us that our music touched
their lives so deeply as this little boy, it
Fama will perform today during activity period at the Diez y Sels
just makes everything we do worth the celebration in the UC Circle.
journey," he said.

Students receive kudos in annual Art Show
Lydia Puente
Arts and Entertainment Editor

More than $1,500 dollars in
prizes was awarded Thur day at
the reception for the 1995 Annual
Student Art Show, which on display in the CAS Gallery through
Sept. 28.
Larry McPhillip , executive director for the Cultural Center of
Hispanic Arts in McAllen, judged
the art show last spring.
Victoria Avila won the Best of
Show award, a $500 dollar prize,
with her sculpture "Escape."
Avila, who graduated this spring
in secondary art, said the inequalities women face in the modern
world has inspired her work.
"It also portrays women's
struggle for freedom," she said.
In his juror's statement,
McPhillips said, "This plaster relief of bodies and faces conveys a
sense of pathos which is profound
and exquisite in its execution."
Avila should be congratulat ed
for her sense of realism in her
three-dimen sional presentation ,
McPhillips said.
Rigo Gonzalez, art sophomore,
won the award for the best print
"Curandera y el paciente."

Gonzalez's work "is a marvelous
representation of local culture and
folk beliefs," McPhillips said.
McPhillips was also impressed
with the work of Spring 1995
graduate, Mirna Garcia, and her
sculpture "Carnival."
"The bold colors, form, composition, and presentation are reminders of all the great Caribbean artists who have experimented with
this same theme," he aid.
McPhillips said sculpture is the
strong point of the show. He found
the painting division disappointing
and weak. "Mundane and commonplace" was how he described
the majority of paintings he judged
in the show. However, he did
praise the talents of Janie Solis for
her watercolor, "Spring Break,"
and Evy Gillum for her piece,
"Rectangular Fields."
McPhillips was pleased with the
ceramics division, praising Juan
Rodriquez ' "Life Support," a
sculpted clay bowl as "one of the
most attractive and delightful
pieces in the entire show."
Carolina Caballero's bracelet
composed of spiders evoked "images of the sacred scarabs of ancient
Egyptian
culture," "Escape" by Victoria Avila , Winner of the Best of Show
McPhillips said.
award

*

SAVE BIG

STARS

ON YOUR
FOOD BUDGE T

1205 S. Closner • Edinburg • 383-5388
Across from HEB on Bus. 281

1995 Student Art Show Award Winner
Best of Show • "Escape"
Vldly Avila

Best Cenunla • "Ute Sup- Special H1J11onable M...._
port" Juan Rodriguez
"Sun" & "Daacerar

Brian Wedporda
Best Palntin1 •"Mondrian Best Milled Media • "El
and Car" E"Y Gillum
Panllo'' Maria Trmno
Special Meml41D • ~
Frank Karie
Best Watercolor -"Sprln1Best Jewelry • "Spider
Break'' Janie Soll5
Bracelet" CaroUna Cabal- Spedal Mendon • "Ulldder
lero
• Jar of Ceramics Best Drawlns •"Weed &
Ramiro Pu
Grass., Phylllt Croawblte Best Photograph - "A
Mother's Collect.loo" Tanya S]>«lal Meatioa • ''Salat,.._.
Best Print - "Curan4era"
Guerra
tin"
RJgo Gonzaln
Km Foltz
Best Bio Illustration
Best Sculpture "Caml,ar "Ctramblcldl a" - Mateo Sp«lal Mention•
Mirna Garcia
ACCJ6ta
Jorge Garza

sa..

ARN OLD DE LEO N
Author of They Called them Greasers
To Speak at Edinburg Public Library
401 East Cano

Thursday, September 14
7pm
Sponsored by the Texas Committee for the Humanitie s
and UT-Pan American History Departmen t

September is National
Cholesterol Month
Free Fingerstick Cholesterol Testing
Faculty/St aff $5.00

September 20, 1995 • 11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Inside the University Center
Sponsored by Student Health Services
• 1st come, 1st served
cholesterol testing
while supply lasts.

'~ ,
LARGE BURGER COMBO SUPER BURGER COMBO
Large Hamburger,
Double Meat Hamburger ,
Reg. Fries & 20 oz. Drink Reg. Fries & 20 oz. Drink with
with cheese 30e extra
cheese 60e extra

• No fasting required.
• Result in 10 minutes.

• 6"" Chicken Fajita Sub topped

with Pace Thick & Chunky Salsa

• 22 oz. Soft Drink

• Chips

Banana Split

99¢

Welcome Back Pan Am Students!

102 S. 2nd St. • Edinbu rg
(across from UTPA) • 380-2625

These low price specials show our appreciatio n for your
business. Thank you for stopping by our store.
Cash only, no bills over $20

FREE Coupon Give Aways!
If special accommod ations are necessary, please call
Student Health Services at 381-2511 three days prior to
the event so that appropiate arrangemen ts can be made.
Your Student Service Fees at Work?
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Federa I arts fun~!,~ goJ!t~s~i~tigg!ri~ know it is

Deiz y Seis from pg. 1 - - - -

I

" We believe in public support for the Arts, including a National Endowment for the Arts that
is free from political manipulation
and fi rml y rooted in the First
Amendment's freedom of expression guarantee.
De moc rati c Party Platform
1992

and perverse, graphic sexual content in some of the funded exhibits. I know they are serious, but
how can they attack an
individual's expression collectively as a group.
The
NEA
d e -

Mark Milam
Reporter

righteous men and
women seize
control of our
cultural outlook?

pm

I remembe r taking a course in
art appreciation my freshman year
and how we looked at works of
arts very di verse in nature and
style. I also recall how the instructor, himself an artist of ~_,.,~
local stature, said, "Never
believe the words of an art
critic, especially one who is - ~ ,
a failed artist himself. .. art is
too subjective to be judged."
I assumed he wanted us to judge
everything with an open eye but
void of the critical tongue.
A 1The point is: art is subjective;it ready they
means very different things to both want to end
you and me, That is good.That is equal employpart of the allure of art.
ment opportuBe aware though, there are nities, establish
those in power who would rather morality codes,
not have it that way. I have always but they reaJly
taken exception to the fact that for push my butmany years now the governmen·t tons when they .-.<~...
and politicians have become ·the want to start
complete guardians for our soci- cutting off money to ffie
ety. It is a sad result of being a de- National Endowment for the Arts.
mocracy, in that the power has to Even suggesting abolishing the
be centralized somewhere. Yet, cultural program all together, bewhy did we have to let all these

on · the
government's funding to subsidize
individual artists and the presentation and performance of art in

easy to forget, but the government
is spending our money. We pay for
the art. If you and I want to see a
film that was funded by the NEA
and directed by a gay filmmaker,
then we should go if we want to ;
if not, stay home. It is a personal
choice.
The thing is I am tired of men
like Sen. Jesse Helms and Speaker
of the House Newt Gingrich making my personal choices. Quit telling me what I can read in the library, write on the Internet, inhale
into my body, teach my child,
or what I can call art and
~ J,_!1ang on my wall... or
· ' what I can donate to my
favorite University library. Maybe we could
Robert
a
use
Mapplethorpe portrait on
the wall at the library, Sen.
Helms has always raged
against Mapplrthorpe's graphic
depictions of gay sex.
Apparently, there are not
enough white, straight, Christian
artists to please the gang on the
hill.
The NEA is run with the
public's money and it deserves to
be well spent, meaning it should
be use to promote artists and
works of art that are of the highest caliber, but who is to make that
call ? Not our politicians. No, they
can barely run this country year
to year. How would they ever decide on what is art, and who gets
the money?

See NEA pg. 10
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TANNING SALON

Massage•Beach Attire•Tannmg Supplies

504 N. 10th St. B • McAllen
■-(behind Tokyo Suahl Bar)
682-2088

I

Mail Box Rentals
Copies\
FAX Service
Fed•Ex
Money Orders
Greeting Cards
Gift Items
Pre-paid Calling Cards
Shipping Supplies
Business Cards
Rubber Stamps
Mailing Stamps
Formula One
Nutri Genies
Plus Much More
1900 W University
Suite #6

383-4040
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a celebration of Mexican independence. But th ose who are
aware realize that thi s is a celebration of the Hidalgos, Vias, Zapatas
and Marcoses who have and are
trying to liberate Mexico from the
hands of the elite few.
When Spain had control over
Mexico, the viceroy's word was
law. Following the viceroy were
the Spanish born men called
gachupines (he who wore spurs).
But their offspring were born on
Mexican soil, so now they were
defined as creoles. They did not
have the power of their Spanish
born parents.
While the gachupines and
creoles were the elite of Mexico,
the mestizos (Spanish and Indian
mixed) and the pure Indian were
suppr:essed and held little to no
rights in every aspect of society.
For example, they were not allowed to be educated or own land.
Thus. by default, they were virtually slaves.
Because the King of Spain was
the head of Church Parliament, the
Catholic Church was a powerful
entity in Mexico. It had its own
rules and laws; Government was
the Church. The Church naturally
became rich off the injustices done
to the indigenous people.
As generations passed, the
outnumbered the
creoles
gachupines, and they became frustrated by the fac t that t he
gachupines held the power that,
by law, they were not allowed to
have.
Meanwhile, a priest-Father
Miguel Hidalgo y Costilla- remained untouched by greed and
dedicated his life to the impoverished Indians. He became the
leader of the poor, their general.
In 1808, the opportunity of a

See Deiz y Seis pg. 10

kinko•s
the copy center

ORIGINS OF THE TEJANO
COMMUNITY

LATE NIGHT COPIES
8:00Pi\4 till Midnight
Jm'f Bring in this Coupon for

S,·lf

5t',•n•t•
Coni •s

A Traveling Exibit
Edinburg Public Library
401 East Cano

31/ 2 ¢ ·~
~

[August 25 through September 25)

S.5" , 11 " n ·;:. White lloml

r t con•o:-. EXPIRES 5/31,'16
Color Copies • Binding
IBM 6 a Desktop Publishing

Sponsored by the Texas Committee for the
Humanities and UT-Pan American
History Department.

Day
7 Da\·s a Weck
1001 S. 10th ·st. i\lcAllcn, TX
(210)682--'0~0 Fax( 210 )682-~IHJ

Friday: Le Gourment
Coffeehouse
540-1 N 10th St.
McAllen, TX
Enjoy a large array of coffee,
wonderful quiches, and tempting
desserts. The shop features different coffees and teas daily.

Saturday: McAllen
Civic Center
McAllen, TX
Rio Grande Valley Ballet
presents prima ballerina
Galina Mezentseva from the
St. Petersburg Ballet. Tickets are $20. For more information call 682-2721.

Sunday:
Country Omelette
2025 N 10th St.
McAllen, TX
Corne early and try their huge
pancakes and sinful biscuits and
gravy.

Oops!!!
Last week in the Best
Bets feature we incorrectly wrote prima ballerina Galina Mezentseva from the St. Peters·b u rg Ballet. was performing on Sept. 9th.
The correct date is actually Sept. 16th. The Pan
American apologizes for
any inconveniences this
•
error may have caused.

f rkna{g Cfeaners
Mary Olivares
nntr/Opfrator

117A S.13th St.
Edinburg
383-2491
8:30 a.m. -6:30 p.m. (Mon-Fn]
8:30 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. (Sat)

Opl'II :?-t llOLRS /fray

And we,re just
2 Blocks West of
UTPA

Reprodue6ve Se:rviees
61 :1 SESAllE DUIVE \VEST •

IL\IU~INGEN

In association with Adoption Affiliates

Providing choices in Reproductive Health Care
Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd 'lrimester)
.Horning After 'Ireatment
Family Planning/Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Educational Programs •·Adoption Services
For Information Call:
(210) 428-6242 or (210) 428-6243

Valley: 1-800-464-1017 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
Lian.aed by tM Tuaa Department ofHealth

Surprise your folks.

Sonia's 'Beauty .5

When you stay awake in class, you tend to learn more. (Unless you have an uncanny
talent of learning through osmosis.) So don t let fatigue get in the way of your A, Revive
with Vivarin•. One tablet has the same amount of caffeine as about two cups of coffee.
And ifs just as safe. Hey, anything is possible, if you re up for it.

Student Cut $5 • Regular Cut $7
Open Monday - Saturday • 8:30 a.m. to 6:30 p.m.
1603 W. University, Suite 5 • Edinburg

1

1

t1Wk!HI
l

»-._ lr.<"-1' -

BEllifi[IE] 380-2239

I

--------------------NEW CUSTOMERS ONLY: 2 FOR 1

I

:

BRING A FRIEND FOR THEIR

:

FREE HAIRCUT!!

I

I

a"'J SmrtltKl1tN . . .Chant
01995

~

Consumtu H~ahhcar•

Use only as directed

l---------- - -

Revive with Vivarin!

L----------------------~
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Lady Broncs sweep Pantherettes in two Deion wise choice or not
Volleyball team raises their mark to 7-0
Carlos Ybanez
Assistant Sports Editor

Marie Velasquez and Nikol
Gerlach picked apart Prairie View
A&M in a two game home stand
Friday and Saturday as the
Lady Broncs upped their record to
a perfect 7-0.
Velasquez had 21 assists and 3 I
digs in the first game to stay unbeaten, 15-5, 15-2, 15-2.
Velasquez, a junior from the San
Antonio subu rb of Converse,
riddled the PVA&M defense despite playing with a heavily taped
ankle. Gerlach, Christine Alvarez
and Lisa Yanez scored six kills
each. The match lasted just 54
minutes.
Coach Oscar Segovia got the
enthusiastic crowd he wanted
when 348 turned out on a footballseason opening Friday night in the
Valley and rattled the visitors with
their cheers. T he Pantherettes
managed a minus hitting percentage, -.015, to UTPA's solid .274.
"It's what you call FANTASTIC," Segovia said. "It's what
we call in volleyball the seventh
person. The ladies have produced
excitement, and we've been having real good spectators."
Rebecca Boykin led the Lady
Broncs' percentage with four kills,
no errors and .571. Julie Williams
and Alvarez each hit .333.
Gerlach 's 13 kills, plus
Velasquez' 34 digs inspired the
Lady Broncs over the Pantherettes,
15-9, 15-9, 15-3.
"It's a great feeling being 7-0,"
Segovia said. "All credit goes to
the team. They are so disciplined."

The Pan American/Jennifer Clemente

After a powerfull spike, Julie Williiams digs the ball to
help the Lady Broncs raise their mark to 7-0.

Yanez, a junior from McAllen,
also did some impressive hitting
for the Lady Broncs as she made
nine kills with no errors for a .692
hitting percentage.
Cita Jimene~, freshman from
Edinburg North, contributed three
aces and 11 assists. Velasquez had
17 assists, sharing the setter's position.
"We're in the crawling stage
right now," Segovia said. "it's still
early in the season to tell where we
are."
After opening the season with
seven matches within nine days,
the Lady Broncs rest their7-0 start

until they compete at the Santa
Clara Tournament in California
Friday and Saturday.
"The tournament will be a good
test," Segovia said. "We are going to be taking on very tough
teams, and this is where we get to
see how we do mentally with difficult teams."

nSwlmmera:
lonaltlme

11 must be said at:. start of
this that nothing that happens
in professional sports in this
modem era really surprises me.
I have seen greed, corruption,
and bad attitudes ruin much of
my des ire fo r professional
sports.
The 1995 professional base•
ball season is a prime example
of my point. So as I sat this Saturday and watched college football (even our college sport
programs are being threatened
in this modern climate), I was
hardly moved when the big announcement from Valley Ranch
came racing across the screen...
''The Dallas Cowboys have an•
nounced the signing of Deion
Sanders."
Yes, the Cowboys beat the
San Francisco 49ers, not on the
football field but in the
backrooms and with contracts
and lots of cash, not with real
football action. The bitter taste
that the 49ers and their man,
Neon Deion, left in the Cowboys' mouths has started tasting sweeter. At least, that is
what Jerry Jones wants us to
believe.
If you believe that, then he
also wants you to believe that
the reason the Super Bowl was
not a reality was that the Cowboys lacked the talent that
Sanders brings with him.
It was not the fact that the
team lacked the desire and
presence to overcome a fine
football organization. No, that
was not it, nor was it a matter
of the new coach being a puppet of the owner who has run

.
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Mark Milam
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that play 1n those awful Jerry
Jones inspired uniforms, but
this is not the best football team
this season. The talent and
pride will post a good record,
with or without Delon. However, it will be a while before
the Cowboys are the undis•
puted champions. One person
does not win games.Teams win
games. Just ask Michael Jordan••• He learned that the hard
way. Now it is Deion's turn!
One thing to remember is
when we hit November and
Coach Barry is complaining
about the injuries and lack of
depth, point your fingers at
Sanders as he cashes bis game
check and think bow much
depth Is in bis ban_k accountnot only forthlssea.wn, butfor
·
seuons to come.
For an organization bent on
a' 'Soper Bowl or Bust' pbllosophy, it was not a rational move
to place all the gold on one deal
of the cards, but Jerry Jones
cllnp to the golden rule-"He
who has the gold makes all the
rules." Delon has also become
a serious disciple of golden
rules. I think they will be good
friends.
Then, after the 49en beat the
Cowboys in the NFC title game
in January,
Jerry and Neon Delon can
answered all the questions
about why they lo.9t and why
they are heading home again ,
holding each others hand and

off t wo fine coaches-coaches·
who brought the original glory
to a town and a team that could
once claim to be 'America's
Team.'
By the way Deion Sanders, in
case you forgot, has a big price
tag and a list of demands for bis
new football team. Rumored to
be worth more than $30 million,
the contract is for five years;
and, according to the Cowboys,
Sanders will have the opportunity to play on the offeme.
J 11st recently Delon was
mouthing off about how football
bad become ''boring and unexciting" which Just made me
think, ''That's ftne, stay playing
baseball." Now that is a sport
filled with the words fast and
exciting. I hope Jerry Jones put
himself in a position to get out of
the contract. Rumors are startIng to appear regarding Sander's
physical condition and the result
of a baseball injury to bis ankle
this summer. Indeed, Sanders,
who is expected to undergo surgery after baseball season, will
not play for the Cowboys until
some time in November.
Delon could become another
expensive bench warmer; now
that would make me laugh.
Sanders could play football,
yeah, SEGA video football.
By no means do I want you to wallets, telklna about nm year
think I dislike the Dallu Cow- and next season, grinning beboys, I happen to admire the taJ. cause the cash Is In the bank.
ent and some of the individuals

TONIGHT & EVERY THURSDAY
UTPA COLLE GE NITE
ALL UTPA STUDENTS NO COVER WITH AN ID
Tonight Klub X welc o m es all student o rganizations,
fraternities, sororities, and athletic teams . T h e org aniz ation
with the m ost m ember s will qualify for a p riv ate p a rty worth
over $700.00. To night, show your spirit, b y b rin g ing your
organization t -shirt, signs, banner s, posters, etc. P lu s enjoy

TWO DRINK SPECIALS

!!I

BAR DRINKS
AND DRAFT
8 PM TO 10:30

ALL OTHER DRIIHS
All Exotic Drinks 75¢
Long Island's - Sex On The Beach - etc..

ALWAYS TWO PARTIES

1ST FLOOR-REIii NIIHT
Relive The Music Of The
70's And Early 80's

2ND FLOOR-Live Rock

All Imported Beer 7 5¢

MENACE THE CORE

Shiner Bock - Heineken - etc..

All Schnapps 7 5¢
Jagermeitter - Goldschloge r- etc..

All Premium Drinks 75¢
C hives - Crown - Jack Daniels - etc..

Any Drink You Want 75¢
8 PM TO 10:30

PRESENTS

WITH INNER SANCTUM
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The Pan American/Liza Longoria

Melissa Vasquez
Sports Editor

Everybody is doing it, former
President George Bush played it in
the White House and at his Camp
David retreat and even former Chicago Bear quarterback, Jim
McMahon played it in his own
court at home. Walleyball is becoming a growing sport in the 90's
and even though in the Valley it is
not to well known, the UTPA
Intramurals and rec sports is bringing Walleyball to the campus. This
sport is a combination of volleyball, beach volleyball played in a
racquetball court.
"I think it is an up and coming
sport quite honestly," Charlie
Caceres, coordinator of campus
activities said. "It is different because there are a lot of people who
are interested, but are afraid to try
it because they do not know what
it is."
Playing this game is like play-

Senior Mike Gonzalez and Lamarr Hunter jubl•
late over a shot in Wallyball.
ing volleyball, except for its point row. Caceres said they have the
per serve, 21 point games.
court set up for 4-on-4 and games
Walleyball is an off-the-wall vol- should begin on Tuesday at the
leyball where the balls are hit off Health and Physical Education II
the side of the wall as well as over building in racquetball court eight
the net.
during the activity period that beThe ceiling is out of bounds as gins from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.
well as the back wall if hit on a
He hopes to get a wide variety
of people participating in this event
serve or volley.
The back wall can be used when from male, female to co-ed. Since
the receiving team is hitting and the most of the students in the campus
back wall is needed to keep the are commuters Caceres hopes that
action going.
people will still come out for the
"The number one difference be- sport.
tween Walley ball and any other
"I understand a great majority of
sports is the use of bang shots be- us are commuters ..but you've got
cause you can hit off the wall and to have somewhere to blow off
play like bumper pool where you your steam and the majority of the
do the comer shots very similarly," events here are geared for that inCaceres said. "Another difference dividual," he said. "This is a good
between it is the court is going to way to release stress and I think
be smaller and you don't have to Walleyball is an excellent stress
chase the ball if it goes off some- releaser and you know how you
where because it is going to be sweat in racquetball imagine how
you sweat with Walleyball, it
there and the game is faster."
Walleyball entries are due tomor- would be a heck of a workout."
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McALLEN'S UPSCALE
RESALE PLACE

I~

I.

HOORS:

Fashions for
Women and Children

(.!)

Tues - Sat
10a.m. - 6p.m.

~•

2214 N. Tenth St. • McAllen • 682-4940

Mon. - Sat.• 10 a.m. to S:30 p.m.
Thurs. - Open 'til 7 p.m.

ei

Y&SMEDICAL
UNIFORM CENTER

:f

Attention Health Career Students

~

~
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RF.MEMBER ... R~ALE
THE ULTIMATE WAY
TO RECY<l,Ef

~

Littman Lightweight Stethoscope $39.95
Lab Coats Starting at $25.95
Serving you with quality

IS@

•

u

210 E. Cano • Edinburg, Tx
318-1194

~•

We honor Visa • Master - Discover
Layaways ·welcome
Larger Showroom

The Courtyard
5401 N. 10th S1., #115
McAllen• 686-5437
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Lady Broncs putt their way into season
Cabrera leads golfers to fourth place in Cowgirl Classic
Melissa Vasquez
Sf)orts Editor

The women's golf team's coach expects this season to be a year of progress for the team.
The program, which began almost three years ago,
has netted Head Coach Cindy Padgett the 1995 Sun
Belt ConferenceCoach of the Year title and two Sun
Belt All-Conference honors for junior Nancy
Verastegui and sophomore Jennifer Merino.
"Since I have been here, it (the program) keeps
getting more exciting because the program has come
so far so fast," Padgett said.
The Lady Broncs have a total of 10 girls this year
with seven returning and three new recruits. Those
new to the team are Christina Sutton of Midland;
Tracy Dominguez of Taylor and Angie Arismendi of
Corpus Christi.
"They (Freshmen) are at a level to compete with
all the girls that are already here, so I will expect
some of these freshmen to make some trips," she said.
Padgett will take at least five women per tournament. To qualify, the women must have outstanding

rounds when playing as well as good grades and attitudes that show they are prepared for the events, she
said.
The Lady Bronc golf team began their season this
week, traveling to the University of Wyoming in
Laramie where they on Monday for the Cowgirl
Classic. Other schools competing in the tournament
include such teams as Colorado State, University of
Texas-El Paso, Washington State.
Five veteran players-Verastegui, Merino, sophomores Michelle Cabrera, Whitney Morgan and Libby
Garza- represented Pan American.
The ladies placed fourth in the Wyoming tournament tying with Colorado. UTPA finished with 950
strokes while Wyoming won the Cowgirl Classic with
923. Cabrera, who lifted the team to the fourth place
finish by her best round Tuesday with a 71, led the
Lady Broncs. She finished out the tournament with a
total of 228.
Verastegui closed with a 72 and a 230 total to place
sixth. Also scoring was Morgan, 238, 14th place;
Garza, 255, 41 st place; and Merino, 257, 45th place.
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at super discounc prices.

Linda Moncivais finished ninth. Lady Bronc Angie
Jaramillo was 12th while Gracie Salinas took 16th
Elizabeth Ortega saved first place by four
out of 50 runners.
seconds while four other UTPA Lady Bronc
In the men's division, Jeff Lewis of Rice won the
runners finished in the top nine at the University of men's event in 26:18. Leading UTPA was Peter
Houston cross country meet Sept. 6.
Carreon, who placed sixth with a 27:04.
Although UH did not keep score for this seasonBronc runners Sergio Lopez ran ninth, Mark
opener, the UTPA Lady Broncs would have won
Gomez 11th, Gustavo Garcia 14th, Armando Flores
handily. They ran farther than the schools who
15th and Camilo Garcia finished 16th. Finishing
participated in the meet such as Rice, Lamar, Texas 26th for the Broncs out of 53 runners was Rolando
A&M-Kingsville, Sam Houston and others.Ortega Salinas.
This Saturday the cross country team will host
returned strong after a redshirt year to be a fifth
Texas A&M-Kingsville at 8 a.m. at the Edinburg
year senior and she ran the course in 19:05 to beat
Municipal Golf Course off of Freddy Gonzalez
Katy Eklof of Rice, who finished with a 19:09.
Jessica Garcia took fifth among the collegiate
Drive. The men will run a four mile course at 7:40
a.m., while the women will be running two miles at
runners, and her UTPA teammates Amy Sanchez
8:05 in the morning.
placed seventh, Martha Gonzales took eighth and
UTPA Sports Information
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Ortega, Carreon lead runners at UH meet
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Faculty Discounts available
Check with us before you use your PPOcard

Fall Specials
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$
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FRAME STYLES

95

FOR THE
WHOLE FAMILY

I
,
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FOR COMPLETE PAIR

I

: 'l!~!'i~;f~~ §: fie~c~ip~~~~!Jf!sfe~ir FREE!

:j

I

Includes: Firs! Quality Single Vision Lenses. Fashion Frame & Tint, Lens treatments, Bdocals and
specialty lenses extra. Doctofs prescrip11on required or lenses dupl1Cated.

LExp.9-15-115

___________

All GUESS Frames

.T- $119 95
Includes SN Plastic Lenses A nnt

Free GUESS Hardcase
w/Purchase of GUESS Frames
While Supplies last

·Notvalldwlanyotherdlacou~

Famous Name
Designer Frames

VISA.

Reg. i99 95 Two
weeks only just

$7995

0- .- , - ,

#
4000
J

Includes SN Plastic Len11s & Tint , Bifocals,
& Specialty lenses extra.
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HERMAN'S
OPTICAL

Optician/ Owner

Owners/Opticians Have 33 yrs. Exp. Combined
MEMBER OF THE AMERICAN BOARD OF OPTICIANRV
REGISTERED WITH THE TEXAS DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
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Flamingo Plaza
1700 N. 10th St .
Call 630-3995

sat.

10-2

D0ctor ot Optc:metey Next Door
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Customer Satisfaction Is Our Goal!
Herman Rosales
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WHOLESALE
GUARANTEE

Dr. Ricardo R. Gonzalez, 0.0.
Dr. Lora N. Martinez, O.'O.

EYE EXAMINATIONS

1700 N. 10TH ST, SUITE N • (FLAMINGO PLAZA) • McALLEN (210) 687·6567
C
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.. After a week of Holas and introductions, Reggae
·Fest '95 offers students relaxation, food, and fun
The food was the first thing to go. A buffet of
pigs-in-a-blanket, miniature Chinese egg rolls,
tneat balls and sausage, all captured the interest
·of many hungry students as did the sweet, honeydew melon and baskets of strawberries. As the
band began to play, everyone knew that the second annual Reggae Fest had begun.
Sponsored by the University Program Board,
Reggae Fest was held outside for the first time
Saturday night at the UC circle. The event was
previously held indoors because ofunpredictable
weather conditions.
"My biggest thing was that it was outside and

King and Queen of the Reggae Fest were
Mike Sweet, vice president ofTau Kappa Epsilon, and Celeste Bernal of the Delta Zetas.
The TKEs also claimed the title in the tug-ofwar competition.
Promotional items were also tossed to the
crowd.
"We gave away 40-45 shirts, about 250
neon ·,ecklaces and a lot of straw hats,"
Melchor said.
Now that Reggae Fest has passed, the UPB
is preparing for their next major event: The
Carnival of The Great Pumpkin.

it did not rain," Judy Melchor, chair of special
events, said. "There was no rain and no complications."
Also, according to Melchor, more people
attended this year's Reggae Fest.
Ooga Booga, a reggae band from Dallas,
entertained the crowd during Reggae Fest with
a lively variety of Reggae music.
Alcoholic beverages were sold at the event
for students who could drink.
"The alcohol went pretty well," Melchor
said. ''The students were very responsible and
we had security there all the time."

The Pan American/Reina Martinez

Miguel Santos displays hid limbo skills as he competes for 1.
the title of Reggae Fest king and the second annual Reggae
'
Fest.

The Pan American/Reina Martine

The Banana eating contest was held to determine who would be the winners for Reggae Fest King and Queen. Cleste Bernal of
the Delta Zetas won the Banana eating contest and garnered the title of Reggae Fest Queen. Over 200 students showed up to
enjoy the free food, free drinks' and live entertainment that the seoncd annual Reggae Fest had to offer.
Rocking the night away, Andy Chiles, vocalist and guitarist of Ooga Booga, entertain the crowd at the second annual Reggae
Fest. Reggae Fest was held Saturday night and sponsored by the UPB.

Mariset a•s Ropa Usa.da
WHY GRADUATE SCHOOL?
Call us. We'll tell you whyl

Acrylic • Fiberglass • Manicures
Pedicures

Director of Admissions, Dept. Microbiology
UT Health Science Center at San Antonio,
7703 Floyd Curl Dr., San Antonio, TX 78284
Tel. (210) 567-3950 FAX (210) 567-6612
E-mail GRADADM@UTHS CSA.EDU

..

OPEN; WF · 9 em~ pm • TT · By Appt.
Saturday • 9 am • 3 pm • Closed Monday

;;v;:,-,.:sn::;~eI.D.
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Technical reports Resumes
Manuscripts
Graphs/Tables
Newsletters
Dissertations
Brochures
Theses
Come see us at South Texas Book & Supply
380-0345
1516 W. University Dr_

MEXICAN FOOD TO 00
VAU.EY-WU>S

$2.99 SPECIAL
Pato Plate
2patos of the same
Spanish Rice, Ranchero Beans
16 oz. coke

.....................

• Airline and rail ticketing

• Guaranteed lowest applicable airfares
• Hotel and car arrangements
• Customized and pre-packaged tours
• All-inclusive cruise vacations
• Group Travel - student organizations
• We do not charge for our service
Stop by our campus office at University Center Room
319 or call at 316· 1971 for your travel needs.

Sato'Iravel'"
A Full SeIVlce 'Iravel Company

2245 Austin
McAllen. TX 78501
(210) 631-1244

380-6588

2014 W. Unlveralty, Ste. 2 • Edinburg

Angel Wings Publication s
Specializing in:

• Arrange official and leisure travel

Now Buying Used Levis Jeans &..
Name Brand Used Tennis Shoes.
Come By For Q.ulck Cash!

Now located In Hair Master's bldg.

Pwaiii:no·ui

I PATOS
•

SPEC&AUZINO If HANDMADE Fl.OUR TOATIU.AS

IIAS. G'S 0W)l HONFNADF RECIPES ALL FOOD
MADE fR£SH DAU.YON PREMISES

WELCOME BACK

TRY •EM, YOU'LL
LOVE 'EM!

The Department of Psychology and
Anthropology at the University of TexasPan American is accepting applications for
admission into the Graduate Program in
Psychology, which will be beginning a class
of students in Spring of 1996. Prospective
students should be admitted into the
Graduate School at UT-PA .

UTPA

OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M. • SUNDAY 9:00 A.M.

FOR FASTER SERVICE CALL!
EDINBURG . . . . 383-0725
PHARR (Bus. 83) ........ 787-7401
McALLEN (Pecan) ...... 682-3_1 76
McALLEN (Bus. 83) .... 687-8269
McALLEN (N. lOth) .... 682-1576

MASTER OF ARTS IN PSYCHOLO GY
CLINICAL PSYCHOLO GY OR
EXPERIMENTAL PSYCHOLO GY

BROWNSVILLE .....
J\11S.5ION .................
WFSIACO ..............
HARLINGEN ..........

541-0241
585-4545
969-1414
428-6224

For additional information, contact:
Graduate Psychology Program
210 • 381-3329
UE,\DLINE FOR ,WrLICATION IS DECF::\lnER I, 1995
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The Best Way To Save Mon ey
On Stuf f (Oth er Tha n Borr owin g
Your Room mate )s).

Roomma tes tend to get a little

weird when you borrow their stuff. ( They're funny like that.) Better to get
··3:fJ:W]tr+jT~·

yourself a MasterCa rd®card. Then you could use it to

.•

buy the things you really want. And with these
>-~k:/·:;
.):);ff:c

College MasterVa lues®coupons, you'll save up to 40%. And until you get your
own place, it's the smartest thing you can do. Roomma tes are weird enough
as It Is. MasterCa rd. It's more than a credit )card. It's smart money.™
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JCPenney
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Optical Center

1
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Olfcrandcouponv:ilid 8115195 to 12131195 .
Offer vahd only on purchases wing• M><tetCard0 Card.
S=<Ler coupon at time of purclwt. Coupon h.u no ash
vilue. and may not be combined with any coupon, di,cow,t,
Value Right pacugc or vision Cate plan.
Lirrut one coupon per purchase. Sec optician for details.
Void where prohibited.

Offer vahd 8/15/95 to 12/31/95. Offer vahd only on purdw,s
using a MasterCard" Card and when the COUEGE
MasterValuc:s° offer #C3WA is mennoned. Olfer void wh~
prohibited, taxed, or ratncted. Coupon may not be combllled
with any other coupon or cbscount. Shipping and handling are
extn. Limit one discount per purch.ue.
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MUSIC

Save $3 O ff A CD

~=

Sun-end,,rd ii)
.
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any other chscount. Discount noc to exceed S6 per coupon.
Coupon not vahd on sale merdundisc.
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SAVE UP TO $140
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THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.

i

49% OFF A SPECIAL
12-WEEK SUBSCRIPTIO N

I

:

(ii)

Offer v:uid 8/ 15/95 to 12/31/95.

-

~ :::!~~0;51m'::.=~MasterCard" Card and
Lunit one subscripaon discount pa person.
V01d when, prohibited.
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Some restrictions apply. Void where prolub,ted.
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GET ONE VIDEO FREE
WHEN YO U BUY THREE

I

:

I Video values just for you! Enjoy a full selection of top-quality I
I videos at discount prices. All videos are priced at $9.95 or less I
and are 100% satisfaction guaranteed. Act now and get one

I video FREE when you buy three and use your MasterCarae

I
I

Card. Call 1-800-551-0262 for your FREE catalog and ask
for the COLLEGE MasterValues* offer #1081-5999.

I

Offer valid 8/15/95 to 12/31/ 95. Offer valid only on purclwes .

1,
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Ol£er valid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95.
Ol£er valid only on purchases using a MisterCard" Card and
offer #9501 is mentio~ed. Coupo_n ~y nae be combined with
any other coupon or discounL Shipping and lundhng are eXln.
Limit one diJcount per purch.ue.

- 1- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

[nvest in your future and stay on top of current developments
with The Wall StreetJournal. For a limited time only, use your
MasterCard• Card and pay just $23 for a 12-wcek
subscription to the nation's leading business publication.
To take advantage of this special offer, call 1- 800-348-3555
and please refer to source key 75NY.

Here's music to your em ... save $3 on one regularly priced
Compact Disc at $6.99 or more when you use your
MasterCard• Card. Limit two $3 discounts per coupon, per
purchase. Limit one $3 discount per box set purchase. Offer
Not Valid Without This Coupon. COUPON #336
Olferand coupon valid 8/15/95 to 12/31/95.
0
only on purch.u,s wmga MastetCard Card.
Olfervahd
coupon at time of purclwt.
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CAMELOT

:
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I Your college ring, from ArtCarved, is a keepsake you'll
Simplicity, comfort and style... that's Tweeds.
I always treasure. Save $35 on 10K gold, $70 on 14K gold
Save on all Tweeds clothing and accessories. C all
or $140 on 18K gold. Call 1-800-952-7002 for more details.
I
1-800-999-7997 and receive a FREE catalog with our latest
styles. Place your order and save $10 on any purchase of$50 or I Mention offer #9501.
more when you use your MasterCard9 Card and mention the
I
COLLEGE M asterV:ilues•offer#C3W A.

discount of$20 on our best lenses. Sale includes any eyeglass
frame in stock when you purchase a complete pair of eyeglasses
and use your MasterCard•Card. Lens discount applies to
o ur best lenses. See optician for details. Coupon required.
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SAVE $10 ON
WOMEN'S APPAREL

I Save 50% on absolutely every eyeglass frame plus .•.bonus
1

I
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I

50% O FF ANY
EYEGLASS FRAME
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Offer may not be combined W1th any other offer or ducount.
Offer valid for U .S. raidenu only. Void where prolubited.
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Box OF FIRE

:

SAVE 25%

COUJMBIA
,.. o..,... "'Sonr M•"" E'"""'""""'· '"'
Save 25% off the regular price of the Aerosmith collection,
featuring all the original Columbia albums. BOX OF FIRE
includes a previously-unreleased, 5-track bonus disc of
Aero-rarities and hard-to-find gems including "Subway", "Circle
Jerk" and more! Order now and get 12 CDs for $89.99. Call
1-800-322-3412 and ask fcor the COLLEGE MasterValues Offcer.
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Olfer vahd 8/ 15/95 to 12/31 / 95. Olfer vahd only on purchases
a MasterCard' Card and when th< COLLEGE M:istcrValues•
offer IS m<nnoncd Offer may not be combined wtth any other
discount Sluppmg and handlmg 13.50 per purclwt. Utllll one
discount per purclwt. Sales= appbcable. Void when: prohib11ed.
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SAVE 20%

I Run into Herman's and save. Take 20% off your next purchase

Plus, Carmo-Glide, :allgolfbolls, sdcapmclubs, select Prince, Wilson, Head,
Pro-Kennex and Ektelon ndi:eu, select Nike and Reebok Presage product, Fila,
Teva, Convme L.J., AslCS 200 1 and Rollerbl>de footwear, Team

W ordExprcss makes it easy to create great looking reports,
term papers, essays and more. Top of the line feature set, fut
and easy to use. Includes professionally designed Resume
Templates. Only $29 .95 when you use your MasterCard
Card and mention offer WXO-MC. To order, call
1-800-998-4555. Visit Us On The World Wide Web
at http://delta.com/micro v/ home

. and 6slung hccnses. equipment
D,vmon merdundise, hunnng
l<rVlces, home dd!vcry and g,fi cen:ifieat,s. Offer may no< be
combrned with :any ochtt ducount or promotion. Limit one
coupon per purcluse. Coupon vahd at any Hemun·s location.
SPC #65. Void when: prolubued.

Offer valid 8/ 15/95 to 12/31/95. Olfer valid
only on pwd1•ses using• MasterCard" Card
and when offer WXO-MC u mentioned.
Shipping and b:andling are additional. Linut
one discount per pwcluse. Void where prohibned.

of regular priced merchandise when you use your MasterCard•

I Card. Find everything you need at Herman's ... We Are Sports.•
I Offer excludes certain merchandise. Coupon Required.
I Olfer and coupon v:wd 8/ 15/95 to 12/31/95. Otrervalid only on purclmes using•
I Masterurd" Card. Surrender coupon., tune ofpurcliasc. Offer exclude Cro.Wallr.
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SAVE 40% O N W INDOWS
WORD PROCESSOR
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JOIN AND SAVE $45

Join for only $15, instead of the regular $60 annual
membership. Then enjoy FREE lift tickets and
savings up to 500/o on lift tickets, resort lodging and dining,
etc., at top resorts East and West. A great gift for skiers/
snowboarders. Call 1-800-800-2SK1 (2754) to join Qr for
details and specials in your favorite areas and mention offer
#15MCSKI. Plus look for us on the internet at
URL http://www.skicard. com/skicard

ell)

Olfer valtd 8 / 15/ 95 10 12/ 31 / 95.
Olf<r valid only on purdwes usmg • MastetCard' Card and when
the lt15MCSKI,. menaoncd. D.a,ls on skierducounts hsccd ,n
95/96 ..Savings Guide" included w,th each m<mbtnhip.
Houn: Mon.fn. 9 a.m . to -& p.m . Mm nmt.
V01d when, prolubuNI.
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50% OFF FILM PRO CESSING

SAVE 15% ON YOUR NEXT
PURCHASE OF $75 OR MORE

I

I

Hold on to the good times and your money, too.
Take 500/o off the regular price of processing and printing on
the first set of prints at MotoPhoto, when you use your
MasterCardc Card. Call 1-800-733-6686 for the location
nearest you. Limit 1. Offer Not Vilid Without This Coupon.

Shopping is easy at America's premier specialty retailer of gift,
fitness, recreational, travel, apparel and more. Save 15% on a
purchase of$75 or more when you shop at any of our
75 store locations or by mail order. Call 1-800-344-4444,
24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to find the store nearest you
or for a FREE catalog.

I

Olfer and coupon valid 8/ 15/95 to 12/31 / 95. c.sh ~emption vilue 1/20,.
Olfer valid only on purclmes unng • MasterCard' Card. Surrender coupon at time of
purchase. Lun11 one coupon per purch.ue. Cannot be combined with
any other offers or discounts. MotoPhoto Oub Members are
ded to talce 10% off the coupon pnce. Offerv:uid on C-41
· '
·
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Coupon Requi~. Olfer and coupon v:ilid 8 / 15/ 95 10 12/31/ 95. Olfer valid only on
purchases wing a MasterCanr' Card. There are• bnuted number of i<cms to which this
offer does not •pply. May not be combined with Frequent Buyers Prognm. Price
.
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Web provides info on college; careers
Internet Web Site offers the planets are labeled and
selections of
universe of information on include
careers, colleges, and financial Planning a Career, Selecting
a School, and Paying for
aid.
Students and parents School. Visitors may "click"
preparing for the future can get on any of the planets to
some intergalictic help with retrieve more information
choosing a career, selecting a about the subject, including a
school, and paying for their "guided tour" that walks
child ' s education , through visitor through the steps they
"Adventures in Education," an may want to take when
Internet World Wide Web choosing a career, selecting a
(WWW) site developed and school, or planning to pay for
sponsored by the Texas an education.
The web site can be used
Guaranteed Student Loan
Corporation (TGSLC).
by anyone who has access to
Located on the Internet web theWWW on the Internet
http://www.tgs lc.org , through their school or
at
Adventures in Education, through an on-line service
features robot-like cyber pace provider.
guide and offers vi sitors a
"Deciding on a career,
"universe" of information on getting ready for college, and
careers, colleges, and financial figuring out how to pay for it
aid. On the Adventures home are pretty overwhelming
page is a graphic map of a solar activities for most people,"
system including planet , stars, said Pat Youndale, TGSLC
and a space satellite. Each of staff member and project co-

manager. " Adventures in loans), applying for financail
Education is designed to aid, and the different steps that
alleviate some of that stress by occur in the financial aid proproviding visitors with quick, cess.
helpful tips on how to begin the
"Visitors also can search for
process and more detailed, yet a topic they're interested in at
concise, information on any point in the site," said Bill
particular topics that they'd like Ritchie, TSLGC staff member
to know more about."
and project co-manager.
The Planning a Career sec- "Information is also organized
tion of the site includes infor- by an audience so that a middle
mation on career goals, plan- or high school student, college
ning, occupations, job hunting student, parent or student loan
tips, interview techniques, and borrower can come to the site
resume writing. Selecting A and get tips on where they need
School provides visitiors with to go for information that would
information on academic be most relevant to them."
High school counselors,
preparation for the types of colaid officers, and
financial
leges considered, characterislenders also are able to find
tics, admissions processes, and helpful information at the site.
standardized tests. Paying for Visitors can also use the site to
School describes th~ options of gain access to TGSLC's
paying for an education, types corporate page, which provides
of financial aid (including information about the student
scholarships, grants , and loan corporation.

diez y seis from pg. 5 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - NEA from pg. 5 - - - lifetime came. The French over- the Indians thought that if would have us believe that we
Instead let the artists and
threw Spain. Both the upper and they were to put their som- are celebrating the Indepen- tho e within the art movement
lower class agreed to revolt breros over the riffles that dence of Mexico which oc- run the various art commisagainst the gachupines, but the they could stop the bullets curred years ago.
sions in this country. Our pro· But in reality, it is still hap- gram of the arts has been recfrom firing out of the barrels.
plot was discovered.
Despite these great odds, pening today. Tierra, libertad y ognized for its excellence and
Spanish authorities were on
their way to capture Hidalgo. Hidalgo's troops won many derechos (land, liberty and merit. It would be a shame to
The Father soon heard that the great battles. But luck soon rights) for the poor and indig- wreck the entire program beenous peoples were the reasons cause of narrow views and rash
Spanish were corning to capture ran out on Hidalgo.
He was caught and ex- for Padre Hidalgo's grito back moral judgments. It is time for
him. At first instinct, he wanted
to run, but then he knew the ecuted by a firing squad. His in 1810.
the political and fundamental
Those are the same reasons assault on the NEA and the arts
time had come to fight. In the severed head was then dissmall village of Dolores, Padre played for 10 years as a de- for the Chiapas uprising in movement to end. FurtherHidalgo stood and gave his fa- terrent for any other aspiring 1995. So it is clear to see that more, it is time for us to unMexico is far from reaching its derstand that the arts eQipower
mous grito de do/ores, pro- revolutionary leaders.
Another priest -Jose true Independence Day.
claiming Mexico's Indepenall our culture and each of us
dence from Spain. The date was Maria Morelos- continued
as individuals.
the struggle with little avail.
Sept. 16, 181 O.
His army oflndians were un- This stage of the revolution
The Pan Amerlcin Is looking for reporters, cartoonists
educated and untrained. They ended soon after, but Hidalgo
used makeshift weapons, virtu- set the stage for predecessors
-and photographe,s.
ally anything they could fight like Benito Juarez, Emiliano
with. They had no experience Zapata, and now SubFor mort lnfonnallon'C8I 381-2541, or come by UC 322.
in fighting in a technically ad- Comandante Marcos.
The Mexican government
vanced war. Some stories say

New Interim Dean of College of Sciences and
Engineering talks about job, family life
Jessica Coder
Staff Reporter

Dr. John Villarreal officially became
interim dean of the College of Science
and Engineering Sept. 1.
As dean of the college, Villarreal has
to answer the needs of the students and
faculty regarding classes, policy, and
the general operation of the college,
including scheduling classes and making sure that students and faculty get
into those classes.
"I guess my main job is working with
the department chairs and helping them
with their main concerns," Villarreal
said. "The duties had actually started
the latter part of August. I had to be
around at registration, so even though
my apointment wasn't until September,
the job really started before that."
Villarreal, who grew up in San Antonio, graduated with a bachelor of science degree and a master of science
degree from Southwest West Texas
State Universit)' in San Marcos. He received a doctorate from Texas A&M.
All of his degrees are in chemistry.
Villarreal's minor is mathematics.
Villarreal taught one year at Texas
A&M as a lecturer right after he completed his degree and before joining the
·Pan American faculty in 1977.
Villarreal has taught here for 18 years,
starting as an assistant professor in the
chemistry department and progressing
to professor.
"My work at UTPA was really my
first full-time job after leaving Texas
A&M," he said.
Villarreal said he both attended school
full time and had a full time job while
attending college. Asked what he feels
is the main key to being a successful
college student, Villarreal stated:
"I guess what I tried to do is choose
the right professors for the classes I took
and made sure the work got done in
those," he said. "Many of our students
work in addition to having a full time
schedule. There must be a balance between the time you put into school ac-

tivities and the working hours."
Villarreal's advice to future scientists
and engineers is to " ... make your education as broad as possible; don't limit your
chances."
"Then find some work that you enjoy
and stay with it," he added. "Had I not
enjoyed being here the last 18 years, I
wouldn't have stayed."
Villarreal also said that he's been fortunate in working with fellow faculty
members who have made his work easier,
as well as the staff and administration.
"There are many who have been here
throughout my stay," he said. "I've been
fortunate in working with them from the
start. That's made my job much nicer."
Aside from being a go-getter,
Villarreal's lifetime goals have also
turned into major lifetime accomplishments of which he is exceptionally proud.
As far as goals for the future are concerned, Villarreal said he would like to
stay at UTPA for
another 18 years,
and he would also ·
like to see more of
the students here
come back to the
Valley and get involved with the
community.
"I'd like to see
my children go to
UTPA and then on
to professional or
graduate school,"
Dr. Villarreal . he said. "I know
they're going to want to go other places,
but I think we have a fine university here,
and I'd like to at least try and keep them
here for a while."
Villarreal enjoys spending quality time
with his wife and four children -AJ, 13;
Mark,11; Rick,8; and his youngest,
Samantha, 6. Villarreal has no plans of
going anywhere for quite some time.
"I'd like to stay here throughout my
career," he said with a smile. "I think that
[retiring] and playing more golf and fishing would be just fine."
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COLLEGE NIGHT
Recruitment Night
THURSDAY, SEPT. 14, 1995
COME AND MEET THE FRATERNITIES & SORORITY
AS WELL AS OTHER STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS FROM UT-PAN AMERICAN
I

NO COVER WITH UT-PAN AM I.D. • 18 YEARS AND OLDER WELCOME
25¢ DRAFf, BAR DRINKS & WINE TILL 11 P.M. • $1 SHINER BOCK ALL NIGHT
ALL YOU CAN EAT BUFFET AT 8 P.M.
ALSO ROCKET MAN WILL BE SERVING $1 HEINEKEN DRAFT ALL NIGHT
FREE VIDEO GAME PLAY 8 P.M. TILL 11 P.M.
POOL TOURNAMENT STARTING AT 9 P.M. FOR $150 IN CASH AND PRIZES.
B-104 LIVE

